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Abstract
Statistical significance does not necessarily mean clinical significance. A P value less than 0.05
does not guarantee the clinical effectiveness of a treatment. To assess the clinical valuable of a
treatment, the effect size must be calculated. The number needed to treat (NNT) is an example
of an effect size measure that can be very helpful in determining the clinical significance of a
treatment. Therefore, it is recommended for all researchers and physicians to look beyond the
P value and calculate the NNT for assessing the clinical significance of therapeutic measures
and agents.
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To the Editor,
Most investigators use the existence of a
significant difference between the treatment
and control groups by considering
“P < 0.05” to judge the effectiveness
of a treatment used in randomized
clinical trials (RCTs). However, it should
be noted that statistically significant
differences between study groups do not
certainly mean clinical significance, and
unfortunately focusing on “P values” may
lead to publish irrelevant findings and
confuse clinicians about the usefulness of
an intervention.1 For example, suppose we
want to compare the effectiveness of drugs
A and B in improving hypertension as
the outcome of a study. If the percentages
of the patients improved by drugs A and
B are 42% and 40%, respectively, this 2%
difference in the proportion of the patients
improved may be statistically noticeable,
especially when large sample sizes are
recruited. However, despite the statistically
significant difference between the efficacy
of the two drugs based on “P < 0.05”,
clinicians may not observe any difference
between the effectiveness of the two drugs
in clinical practice. Indeed, although the

2% difference in the proportion of the
patients who improved after receiving
drugs A and B is statistically significant,
it is not clinically noticeable. Therefore,
the question arises as how to determine
the clinical significance of interventions in
RCTs.
To explore the clinical significance of any
result found in RCTs, first, the effect size
between the interventions performed
in the study should be determined. The
effect size of a treatment indicates how
large the clinical response observed is in
practice.2,3 There are numerous measures
for determining the effect size of binary
outcomes in RCTs; one of which is the
calculation of number needed to treat
(NNT).4 The NNT is a measure that is
not only easy to calculate but also simple
to understand and can show the clinical
importance of interventions in RCTs.4,5 The
NNT is defined as the number of patients
who would have to receive a treatment in
order for one individual to benefit from the
treatment or to avoid an adverse outcome
over a given period of time.6 The NNT
indicates the efficacy by combining the
baseline risk without treatment and the risk
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reduction with treatment. Also, NNT helps physicians to
understand how much attempt is required to forbid one
event, thus allowing comparisons with the amount of
attempt required to prevent the same events in patients
with other disorders.
To calculate the NNT, you need to know the absolute risk
reduction (ARR). In trials and other biomedical studies,
results are often expressed in terms of the proportions
of outcomes in the new treatment (PN) and standard
treatment (PS) groups. The difference between PN and PS is
called the “ARR” (ARR = PN - PS). The ARR is therefore the
amount by which your treatment reduces the risk of a bad
1
outcome. The NNT is the inverse of the ARR: NNT = ARR .
6,7
It must be kept in mind that a large treatment effect in
the ARR, leads to a small NNT. Indeed, a smaller “NNT”
represents the more clinical significance of a treatment or
an intervention.
For example, if 65% of the patients who received placebo
and 90% of the patients who received the new treatment
improved, then the absolute risk reduction would be 25%
1
(ARR = 0.90–0.65), resulting in an NNT of 4  NNT = 0.25 
It is interpreted as that a clinician will need to treat four
patients in order to prevent one adverse outcome.
As another example for the comparison of the
effectiveness of two drugs (A and B) in the improvement of
hypertension, which was mentioned above, the percentage
of improvement with drug A was 42%, and that of drug
B was 40%, showing a statistically significant difference.
In this example, ARR would be 2%, resulting in an NNT
1
of 50  NNT = 0.02  , meaning that for every 50 patients who
receive drug A, one more patient would experience
improvements in blood pressure compared to drug B,
which is not clinically valuable. Nevertheless, although
the difference between the remission proportions of the
patients receiving the two drugs is statistically significant
according to P < 0.05; however, the clinical efficacy of the
drugs is not significantly different.
The optimal value of NNT is 1, which means all of the
patients have a positive response to the treatment, and no
patient responds to placebo. When a new treatment has
the same effect as a placebo, the NNT would have a value
1
of infinity (ARR = 0 and NNT = 0 ).8,9 Thus, in theory, the
NNT can vary from 1 to infinity. The NNT may also be
a negative value when the response rate for the placebo is
higher than the treatment. In practice, the NNT is often

used to compare the efficacy of treatments, so negative
and infinite values are not usually reported because the
treatment is considered ineffective. Therefore, the lower
the NNT level (ie, the closer to 1), the more effective the
treatment.9
Since P value cannot be very helpful in determining the
clinical significance, in order to quantify the clinical
importance of a statistically significant result, it is better
to calculate the NNT. In fact, the NNT is an effect size
and is independent of statistical significance. So, it is
recommended to all researchers and physicians to look
beyond the P value, and to respond to “Whether this result
is clinically relevant or not”, calculate the NNT. Anyway,
clinical decisions in the real world are based on clinical
importance, not just statistical significance.
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